Top Party
Rules for Kids
1.

No running or diving. Repeat offenders will need to sit out for 15 minutes.

2.

Children must stay out of the lap lanes and not hang on the lane lines.

3.

No babies/toddlers in diapers or swim diapers in the Main pool – EVER!

4.

Do not drink the pool water or put pool water in your mouth and spit. Even with
chlorine, you can get sick from ingesting pool water.

5.

The host or hostess of the parties must stay pool-side while the kids are in the pool if
the kids are not strong swimmers.

6.

No rafts or inner tubes ever. Floaties and swim-bubbles allowed if within the reach of
an adult (but adult must be in water with child and only in the shallow end.

7.

Children over 5 should not be in the Kids Wading Pool.

8.

On weekends and busy days, a 10 minute adult swim will be called every 1 or 2 hours.
Children who were in the main pool should not be allowed in the Kids Wading Pool
during his time.

9.

Children who cannot swim the length of the pool should not be in the deep end
without an adult.

10. Noodles are not for hitting people with; please use them for floating only.
11.

If you have just eaten, give yourself 10 or 15 minutes before jumping into the pool
again.

12. The grass field is a great place for playing but be safe - no climbing the slides from the
outside.

13.

Please do not use hard balls or lacrosse balls on the playing field.

14.

Do not leave the pool property without a parent or guardian.

15. Parents – please be sure to tell the lifeguard if you think your guest does not know

how to swim. The more information we have, the better we will be able to keep your
guests safe.

16.
Rules to swim by

Have Fun!!!
Rules to be safe

